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About the Book
The brave mouse, Hopper, and his friends have 
saved many creatures from the cruel cat queen, 
Felina, and her band of feral cats. But the danger is 
far from over. Hopper returns to Brooklyn, where 
he’s befriended by a generous cat named Ace and 
a team of basketball-playing rats. Meanwhile, 
Hopper’s sister, Pinkie, grabs all the power she 
can and their younger brother, Pup, schemes to 
make a name for himself. With gripping action 
and drama, Hopper pursues a destiny that requires 
faith in himself and his allies as they continue their 
perilous fight to create a better world.

About the Author
Lisa Fiedler is the author of several novels for 
children and young adults. She divides her time 
between Connecticut and the Rhode Island 
seashore, where she lives happily with her very 
patient husband, her brilliant and beloved daughter, 
and their two incredibly spoiled golden retrievers.  

Pre-reading Questions
What does it mean to have faith in someone? 

What does it mean to have faith in yourself? 

What is the relationship between faith and hope?

Discussion Questions
The following questions contained in this section 
particularly address the Common Core State 
Standards: (RL.3–7.1, 3, 4, 6) (RL.4–7.2) (RL.3.5) 
(RL.5–6.5) 

Setting
1.  During the story, Hopper goes back to Brooklyn, 

where he ends up visiting the pet shop that was 
once his home. What is the pet shop like now? 
Describe how he feels about it and what occurs 
there.

2.  Hopper also sees parts of Brooklyn that are  
new to him. Using details from the narrative, 
describe where he first encounters Ace, where 
Ace takes him to recover, where they meet Kidd 
and the other ball players, and where they meet 
Valky and Carroll. How does Hopper react to 
each place? What food does he eat at some of the 
new places?
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Themes
3.  Hopper thinks, “Faith made it possible to face 

the unknown. Faith brought hope, and hope 
brought strength.” Discuss what it means to 
have faith and how faith brings hope. Who has 
faith in Hopper and how does it affect him? La 
Rocha calls faith “indestructible.” Discuss what 
he means by that and whether you agree with 
him.    

4.  Hopper ponders the topic of sacrifice, a word 
that can mean “a monumentally unselfish deed” 
or “condemning the innocent.”  Discuss the two 
meanings of the word. What sacrifices do the two 
fathers, Titus and Dodger, make? Who else makes 
sacrifices and for what reasons?

5.  Hopper describes snow as “small, singular 
elements coming together to create a larger, 
powerful force.” Connect that idea with how 
Hopper and other characters act. Give examples 
of teamwork and what it accomplishes in the 
story. 

Character
6.  Pinkie is a complex character who changes in 

the course of the book. Hopper thinks that for 
Pinkie, “wickedness is effortless.” Yet they form 
an alliance near the end. Describe her personality 
and how she changes, and discuss what causes 
her to change.  

7.   Pup plays an increasingly important part in 
the story. Describe his major actions and their 
effects. What are his feelings about Pinkie and 
Hopper? Why does Pup feel so frustrated?   

8.  This book introduces the character of Ace, who 
saves Hopper, much to the mouse’s surprise. 
What makes Ace so unusual?  What does he see 
as his mission in life? Give some examples of 
how he carries out that mission.  

9.  The reader doesn’t know who La Rocha is at the 
beginning of the book. What are some clues that 
the author gives to La Rocha’s identity? Describe 
who it turns out to be and why that character 
became La Rocha. Discuss the history of the 
position.

10.  Describe Marcy and what different things she 
does in the story. What hints does the author 
drop that something mysterious is going on 
with her? Why do you think she ends up with 
the important position she occupies at the end? 
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Plot & Structure
11.  This book has a Prologue, Midlogue, and 

Epilogue, each about Pup in the past. Analyze 
why the author included these three scenes 
and how they relate to what precedes and/or 
follows them in the story. Use details to discuss 
how the scenes explain some of Pup’s actions 
and emotions throughout the story. 

12.  The exterminators are only present for a short 
time in the story but they make a big difference. 
How do their actions affect Atlantia? How do 
they affect Hopper and change what happens 
to him?  

13.  Just before the Epilogue, La Rocha is leaving 
to write this message at the Runes: “Beware the 
tiny villain/Ringed in a circle of gloom/For he is 
the thief who steals hope/And the loss of hope 
is doom.” Who is the tiny villain and how can 
he steal hope?  Try to predict what the message 
foreshadows about the next book in the series.

Language & Point Of View
14.  Discuss the word “destiny” and why the book 

is called Hopper’s Destiny. Drawing from the 
narrative, talk about what you think his destiny 
is. Which other characters, if any, have a clear 
destiny and what is it? 

15.  Anger, a key emotion in this story, is described 
in different ways. Early on in the book, it’s 
described as “miserable, gut-searing, heart-
chilling.” Then later, it’s “a flicker of anger 
burning inside him and fanned . . . into a mighty 
blaze of fury.” Compare these descriptions and 
discuss Hopper’s comment, “The bigger the 
anger, the smaller the mouse.”

16.  Find other figures of speech in the book and 
discuss what comparisons are made as well as 
how the language enriches the narrative. Here 
are some examples:

 • like an electrical tail
 • like an enormous earthworm
 • to slither and writhe
 • to slice through him
 • like a cannonball
 • to take up the mantle
 • as wispy as spider thread
 • slinking like smoke 

17.  Hopper learns many new terms associated with 
the military and weaponry. Find these and other 
military terms in the story and try to define 
them in context. Then look up the dictionary 
definition.

 • collateral damage
 • conscription
 • compulsory enlistment
 • police state
 • martial law
 • barracks
 • rapiers
 • cutlasses
 • blockade
 • arsenal
 • warcraft
 • corps
 • skirmish
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Suggested Activities
Activity 1: Raise the Banner High
Hopper creates a patchwork banner that 
symbolizes how far he’s come on his journey, and 
Firren carries it into battle. Have students make 
their own banners using different patterns, colors, 
and images, which symbolize parts of their lives. 
Make it as inspiring as you can!

Activity 2: Research that Rodent
Many of the most important animals in the book 
are rodents: mice, rats, and squirrels. As a class, 
research what makes an animal a rodent. Then 
have pairs of students choose a specific rodent to 
research using print and Internet resources. Have 
them report their findings in writing and illustrate 
it with drawings.

Activity 3: Dear Dad
Pinkie understandably has a range of feelings 
about her father. Have students write a letter 
from Pinkie’s point of view to Dodger after he 
has revealed his identity to her. The letter should 
express her earlier sense of betrayal and what she 
feels now.

Activity 4: Diagram a Duo
Have students take any two characters and consider 
how they are similar and different in terms of 
personalities, backgrounds, actions, appearances, 
and so on. Have the students create a large Venn 
diagram, listing similarities in the overlapping 
section and differences in the other two sections. 
Share the Venn diagrams on a Hopper’s Destiny 
bulletin board.

This guide, written in alignment with the ELA Common Core State Standards (CoreStandards.org), has been provided by Simon & 
Schuster for classroom, library, and reading group use. It may be reproduced in its entirety or excerpted for these purposes.

Guide written in 2014 by Kathleen Odean, a former school librarian and Chair of the 2002 Newbery Award Committee. She gives 
professional development workshops on books for young people and is the author of Great Books for Girls and Great Books about 
Things Kids Love.
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Raise the Banner High
In Hopper’s Destiny, Hopper creates a patchwork banner  
that Firren carries into battle. On the banner design  
below, color in the many patches with different patterns, 
colors, and images that symbolize important parts of your life. 
Make it as inspiring as you can!

Hopper’s Destiny
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Activity 
Two Research That Rodent

Most of the characters in Hopper’s Destiny are rodents, like  
mice, rats, and squirrels. With one of your classmates, choose a 
specific rodent to research. Use the space below to take notes on 
what you learn. Be sure to illustrate your findings with drawings!

My rodent: 

What I learned:
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Dear DadActivity 
Three

Write a letter from Pinkie’s point of view to Dodger after he has revealed his identity to her. Try to 
share Pinkie’s earlier sense of betrayal, and imagine what Pinkie must be feeling now. Include both in 
your letter.
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Choose two characters from Hopper’s Destiny and consider how they are similar and different. 
Think about their personalities, their backgrounds, the way they act, their appearances, and so on. 
Fill in the Venn diagram below, listing the ways in which your two characters are similar in the 
overlapping section, and the ways in which they are different in the other two sections.

Diagram  
a Duo

Activity 
Four
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Hopper’s Destiny

Character: Character:
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